
WEDDINGS

Share your dreams with us
and we’ll make them come true!



We are a distinguished event entertainment planning company,
specialized in weddings, and focused on offering highly
professional, personal service and utmost attention to detail.

With more than 15 years of experience in the entertainment
industry, we are sure we can turn your wedding day to an
experience of a lifetime. Whenever planning a wedding reception, 
we do everything to ensure that you and your guests will enjoy the 
best music through ideal equipment and exceptional partners.

We believe that music at weddings does not just entertain and sets 
the mood, but also gives you a vivid storytelling from the ceremony 
to the very last song of the night.

Brides-to-be love working with us because not only do we provide
excellent music (wedding DJs, bands, saxophone or violin solo
artists), but also very distinct lighting, dancefloors and photobooth 
services as well.

2019 was the year of establishment for us, as we had the honor of 
being awarded as the best wedding DJ/production company in 
Greece at the MAV Awards 2019.

As MAV stands for “most acknowledged vendor” according to other
wedding professionals all over Greece, people that we team-up
trying to deliver premium services for our dear couples, this is
something that fills us with great responsibility and gives us motive 
to become better.



WEDDING DJs

Music is the most important piece of the puzzle at your 
wedding. It is that chain link that holds eveything together.
A great party is what will be in everyone’s memories for 
many years. Our talented team of DJs will give you and your 
guests the perfect soundtrack for the day through a big 
range of genres and they will make everyone break it down 
to the dancefloor. 

Our talented DJs promise you a unique party
custom-made to your very own wedding demands.



ENTERTAINMENT

Solo artists like a saxophonist or a violinist can use
the DJ’s music to build around it a unique and highly
impressive hybrid sound. Live bands have fresh,
powerful ideas and can play from classical to folk, 
pop, rock, or dance music.

Use live music to give classy essence
to the evening or as a party booster.



SOUND

Crystal, warm sound that will
lure your guests into a frenzy.

The right sound for your wedding is very important to us.
Music coming out from an integrated sound system playing at 
the right volume and color is what will push everyone off their 
chairs. Our state of the art equipment and our experienced 
sound engineers are all about sound perfection.



LIGHTING

Your unique moments amazingly
lit to eternity.

80% of human consciousness derives from vision. We 
have invested for years, both in equipment and know-
how, so that your reception will glow. Our specialized 
light engineers can design your amazing, tailor made 
wedding, giving you choices you had never imagined.



VISUALS & EFFECTS

Add a final, personal touch.

Make it personal through 
screens, projectors, lazer shows 
or monogram projection and 
add a final touch to make the 
difference with fireworks, smoke 
and fog.



DANCEFLOORS

Where the party’s heart beats
and cameras are turned to.

The dancefloor is the core of most receptions and should look 
good and enticing to your guests. SoundVoice offers you a 
choice of different dancefloors like parquet, white-with your 
monogram on-and the exclusive in Greece, black, acrylic plexi-
glass one, in dimensions that can host from the smallest to the 
greatest party, indoors or outdoors.



PHOTOBOOTHS

Uplift your party with a hip photobooth.

MyPhotobooth is the ultimate gadget for your event, accomplishing 
to combine the classic concept of instant printing of a photo with 
the modern one of using online sharing and social media features. 
In any case, the outcome is the same. MyPhotobooth turns to be the 
center of the attention of the event by lifting the spirit high.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEsQwqYoRwo&ab_channel=MyPhotobooth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glHtd9V1wk0&ab_channel=MyPhotobooth


SOUNDVOICE WEDDINGS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vy-n6pzAS_U&ab_channel=SoundVoice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzKs3KGeSUw&list=PLnjPTX4T3-J9neipmn7Qh_ZfIccTN3Zl0&index=3&t=3s&ab_channel=SoundVoice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGqY-VA5ReE&list=PLnjPTX4T3-J9neipmn7Qh_ZfIccTN3Zl0&index=9&t=0s&ab_channel=SoundVoice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvCS5mBfM5U&list=PLnjPTX4T3-J9neipmn7Qh_ZfIccTN3Zl0&index=5&t=0s&ab_channel=SoundVoice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ub6CcpYTsgk&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=SoundVoice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmrpwb8IvGc&list=PLnjPTX4T3-J9neipmn7Qh_ZfIccTN3Zl0&index=8&t=0s&ab_channel=SoundVoice
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